An article discusses domestic violence and violence against women. A new book from a retired University of British Columbia professor records the history of the women's liberation movement in the UK and the US, and was supposed to graduate this month. 'He was absolutely brilliant, just an amazing person and a leader,' his former coach and colleague said. "He had such a big impact on everyone." Reuben Gant was one of the best athletes ever to come out of Tulsa Washington. Half a century later, he's an inspiring story of perseverance and success. The Bee Hunter's Reward by Jeremy Adachi and illustrated by Jael Johnson is a guide to the history of beekeeping, featuring pictures and shocking stories. It's also a book about the history of beekeeping, featuring pictures and shocking stories. It's also a book about the history of beekeeping, featuring pictures and shocking stories. It's also a book about the history of beekeeping, featuring pictures and shocking stories. It's also a book about the history of beekeeping, featuring pictures and shocking stories.